Who killed David Kelly?

death, and this is one of the most high profile unnatural deaths for years, has to be dealt with by our law, and it has not been. That is our main motive in driving this. You talk about conspiracy theories – you generate conspiracy theories when you do not follow due process of law, and due process of law has been subverted in this case. You probably know that it’s emerged in the last year, under freedom of information requests from a journalist called Garrick Alder, that first of all, the Thames Valley police provided this on request, that there were no finger prints on the knife found beside Dr Kelly’s body. Now that evidence was withheld from the Hutton Inquiry. That, in my view, is a conspiracy to pervert the course of justice. The police would have known that that would have been required at that inquiry, and the same goes for the evidence that came out from the requests made by Mr Alder. The search helicopter, which flew over the wood where Dr Kelly was found about six hours later (the helicopter flew over about 2:30 in the morning), no infrared image was found. Now that evidence, too, should have been brought to the Inquiry.

* * *

Haiku

Something there is that
doesn’t love a wall,
wrote Frost,
wiser than he knew

Alexis Lykiard

Haiku Of Five Decades brings together in one volume all the explorations of this subtle verse-form which Alexis Lykiard has written since the mid-1960s (Anarchios Press, £8)